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It will now have to decide whether it will use its air strikes - which it had stepped up in support of the Iraqi army at Ramadi to no avail - to back the Shia militias deep inside the Sunni heartland, inevitably helping the spread of Iranian influence and control.

Analyst Nicholas Keher at Investec, who has a "buy" rating on BTG, said profitability was slightly weaker than anticipated and the Varithena number would raise questions on anticipated growth rates.

The replay of the accident showed a puff of smoke from under the back of Hinchcliffe's car just before it veered into the wall caused by the Schmidt Peterson racer bottoming out due to a broken right front suspension. From that point on, Hinchcliffe was a helpless passenger as the car careened into the wall at somewhere around 290 km/h.

McCain argued that Obama's U.S. troop withdrawal in 2011 left a "vacuum," including ill-prepared Iraq security forces that in abandoning Ramadi, the capital city of the Anbar Province, have allowed Islamic State fighters to help themselves to U.S. military equipment.